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The Superyacht Resource for Technical System Components & Support
When it comes to hardware and technical components and technical system support, Crest Source
is the complete service provider for all onboard technical needs. From spares to service and
ongoing system support contracts to troubleshooting and system surveys, Crest Source provides
owners and crew with the technical resources they need to ensure smooth and continuous
operation of onboard hardware and systems.
Working with all of the leading brands that are used industry wide, as well as some of the more
exclusive and obscure, Crest Source has experience not only of cutting edge technology but also a
vast knowledge of products that may have been installed many years ago.

From sourcing

replacements or spare parts to arranging repair works and from simple electrical or system
components to hardware upgrades, we ensure that you have all of the correct and working
components to keep downtime to a minimum.

System Components
Crest Source is available to all yachts, with or without a support contract, and we ship components
worldwide. Where possible, we will work with local suppliers to ensure your goods are shipped to
you as quickly as possible and with minimum customs and handling issues. We work with, and are
dealers for, a large number of leading brands including:
Crestron - Apple - AMX - Control 4 - Savant - Request Audio
KNX/EIB - Kaleidescape - HP - VanDamme Cables - Samsung - Christie
Projection Design - MeridianAudio - RSComponents - Farnell
CPC - Motorola - Icom - Hytera - Yaesu - Kenwood
Seatel - MTN - Sky TV Offshore - Direct TV USA and Caribbean
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